
How to submit a TASVEG notification on the NVA 

If you are out and about and you notice that a given area of vegetation differs from the type 
indicated on the TASVEG mapping, or that the boundary of a patch of vegetation seems to be in 
the wrong place, you can submit a notification, via the NVA interface, to indicate suggested 
changes to the TASVEG mapping. Once your changes are submitted, TASVEG staff will review 
the changes you have suggested and where appropriate add your changes to the TASVEG LIVE 
mapping (TASVEG notifications are generated with reference to the TASVEG Live layer) 

Create and submit a TASVEG Notification 

Minor geometry changes can be made by modifying an existing polygon feature, but major 
geometry changes are sometimes best made by adding a completely new polygon (the new 
features will be merged with the existing line work once the notification is submitted).  

Create a New feature: 
To create a TASVEG notification involving a NEW TASVEG feature: 

1. Click on the Vegetation tab/link in the blue band at the top of any NVA page to navigate 
to the Vegetation home page 

2. Zoom in on the area of the map you are interested inusing  tool or the   tools so 
that so that TASVEG Live line work becomes visible over the aerialphoto coverage 
(purple and/or yellow lines).   
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3. Note:  If you don't see any line work you probably need to zoom in further 
4. Click on the 'Add New Notification' button. 

5. Click on the Draw a Polygon button   located in the map toolbar at the top of the map 
window.  

6. Draw your polygon using the mouse to click on the map and draw a line around the area 
(polygon) you want to create.  

7. To finish your polygon double click with the mouse. If you make a mistake you can 

delete the polygon you have created by clicking on the delete feature  button. Note 
that clicking this button will delete everything you have drawn, so if you are drawing a 
large and complex polygon, you will want to be cautious about using this button.  

8. Fill in the attribute information (Vegetation Group, Vegetation Code, Emergent Tree, 
Field Check Date) 

9. Add notes to the Notes dialogue box describing your reasons for the proposed change, 
and the date and type of any imagery used. 



10. Add any attachments (photos, supporting documents etc.) by clicking the Add New Item 
button below the Attachments heading. Note that if you want to add 3 attachments 
click the Add New Item 3 times and then select the 3 files to upload for each of the 
three items.  

11. If you are happy that you have completed your edits correctly and you have included all 
the supporting information/documentation, click the Submit Notification button 

  

Modify an existing feature: 

To create a TASVEG notification involving modification of an EXISTING TASVEG feature: 

1. Click on the Vegetation tab/link in the blue band at the top of any NVA page to navigate 
to the Vegetation home page 

2. Zoom in on the area of the map you are interested in, using  tool or the   tools so 
that so that TASVEG Live line work becomes visible over the aerialphoto coverage 
(purple and/or yellow lines).  
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3. Note:  If you don't see any line work you probably need to zoom in further. 

4. Click on the Create Notification button  in the map toolbar, then click on a TASVEG 
Live polygon on the map. The polygon you want to modify should be highlighted in red. 

5. Click on the Modify a Polygon button . The vertices (joints in the boundary line) 
should all become visible. 

6. Use your mouse to click on a vertice that you want to change and drag the vertice to the 
position you want it to be. As you modify the boundary the system will automatically 
create new vertices around the area you are modifying to allow you to make accurate 
fine scale changes. 

7. If appropriate modify the related attribute information for the polygon (Vegetation 
Group, Vegetation Code, Emergent Tree, Field Check Date).  Note: The Reset button can 
be used to return to the original polygon geometry and attribute information. 

8. Add notes to the Notes dialogue box describing your reasons for the proposed change, 
and the date and type of any imagery used. 

9. Add any attachments (photos, GPS logs and field notes any other supporting documents 
etc.) by clicking the Add New Item button below the Attachments heading. Note that if 
you want to add 3 attachments click the Add New Item 3 times and then select the 3 
files to upload for each of the three items.  

10. If you are happy that you have completed your edits correctly and you have included all 
the supporting information/documentation, click the Submit Notification button. 


